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Mr President, 

The European Union thanks the UN Independent Commission of Inquiry on the 2014 

Gaza Conflict, and its Chair Mary McGowan Davis, for the presentation of the report. 

Despite its reservations on the resolution S-21/1, the EU called on all sides to cooperate 

with and grant access to the Commission of Inquiry and commends the Commission for a 

clear interpretation of its mandate as including investigation of all alleged violations of 

international human rights law and international humanitarian law, including by 

Palestinian armed groups. 

The European Union reiterates its principled position on Item 7 and reiterates that any 

human rights situation could properly be addressed under Item 4. However, the EU 

believes that it is in the interest of all to ensure full cooperation with and access to UN 

mechanisms and Special Procedures.

Despite the severe constraints due to the lack of access to Israel and the occupied 

Palestinian territory, the EU welcomes the Commission's efforts to gather information 

from a wide range of sources, and particularly the testimonies from Palestinian and Israeli 

victims and witnesses. The report also provides an assessment of publicly available 

information from the State of Israel. The report points to possible serious violations of 

international humanitarian and international human rights law by all sides and this 

material must be taken seriously. 
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The EU echoes the Commission's recommendation that QUOTE "the right of all victims 

to an effective remedy, including full reparations, must be ensured without further delay 

[para. 83]" END QUOTE. We also hear the message that QUOTE "the victims expressed 

their continued hope that their leaders and the international community would act more

resolutely to address the root causes of the conflict so as to restore human rights, dignity, 

justice and security to all residents of the Occupied Palestinian Territory and Israel" 

[para.74]. END QUOTE

We would invite the Commission of Inquiry to elaborate on three issues: first, its findings 

regarding the ongoing investigations carried out by the State of Israel and their 

compliance with international standards? Second, regarding the Palestinian Authority, on 

measures to be taken to remedy QUOTE "the obstruction of justice for victims of 

violations by Palestinian armed groups" [para. 80] END QUOTE? Third, on the 

Commission's recommendation that QUOTE "the parties should cooperate fully with the 

preliminary examination of the International Criminal Court" [para 83] END QUOTE?

The EU believes that compliance with international humanitarian law and international 

human rights law by States and non-state actors, including accountability for past 

violations, is a cornerstone for peace and security in the region. Our goal remains a just 

and lasting resolution of the conflict with the State of Israel and an independent, 

democratic, contiguous, sovereign and viable State of Palestine, living side by side in 

peace and security and mutual recognition. 

The European Union’s position regarding the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, including last 

year's escalation of violence in and around the Gaza Strip is set out in the Foreign Affairs 

Council Conclusions from 22 July, 15 August and 17 November 2014, the EU statement 

delivered at the Conference of High Contracting Parties to the IVth Geneva Convention 

of 17 December 2014, as well as the EU statements to the UN Security Council and to 

this Council.

I thank you Mr. President


